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Abstract 
Behrendt, G., Automorphism groups of posets with forbidden subposets, Discrete Mathemat- 
ics 105 (1992) 1-11. 
We show that there exists a finite set S of finite posets such that the following holds. Whenever, 
(Y, s) is not isomorphic to a member of S and it is not trivially ordered then for every finite 
group G there exists a finite poset (X, C) which has no induced subposet isomorphic to (Y, C) 
such that G is isomorphic to the automorphism group of (X, s). For some members (Y, s) of 
S we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a group G to be isomorphic to the 
automorphism group of a finite poset (X, s) which has no induced subposet (Y, c). This 
includes the classification of the automorphism groups of finite interval orders and series- 
parallel posets. 
1. Introduction 
It was first shown by Birkhoff in [6] that whenever G is a group then there 
exists a partially ordered set (in short, a poset) (X, C) such that G is isomorphic 
to the automorphism group of (X, s). Furthermore, X can be taken to be finite if 
G is finite. In the theory of posets, an important concept is that of a forbidden 
subposet, that is, the non-existence of certain induced subposets. Some important 
classes of posets can be characterized by means of forbidden subposets. It is 
therefore natural to ask whether, given a fixed finite poset (Y, G), every finite 
group is isomorphic to the automorphism group of a finite poset (X, s) with no 
induced subposet isomorphic to (Y, c). It was shown by Frucht in [9] and by 
Babai and Duffus in [l] that every finite group is isomorphic to a finite poset 
whose maximal chains have at most two elements, which answers the question for 
all posets (Y, C) which contain a chain with at least three elements. On the other 
hand it is clear that the orbits of Aut(X, C) on X are antichains of (X, e), and 
thus if (Y, C) is a trivially ordered set and p is a prime number larger than ]Y] 
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then obviously the cyclic group of order p is certainly not isomorphic to the 
automorphism group of a finite poset (X, S) with no induced subposet isomor- 
phic to (Y, s). We shall show that apart from trivially ordered sets there is only a 
finite number of posets (Y, S) such that there exist finite groups G which are not 
isomorphic to the automorphism group of a finite poset with no induced subposet 
isomorphic to (Y, s). For those ‘exceptional’ posets (Y, S) it is then interesting 
to see if there is a nice description of the class of finite groups which are 
isomorphic to a finite poset (X, 6) with no induced subposet isomorphic to 
(Y, s). We shall give some descriptions of that kind. 
2. A representation theorem 
We first give a representation of a finite group as the automorphism group of a 
poset similar to Birkhoff’s construction, however with somewhat different 
properties. If x, y are elements of the poset (X, S) we say that (x, y) is a covering 
pair (or y covers x) if x < y and there is no z E X with x < z < y. 
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a finite group. Then there exists a finite poset (X, S) 
such that whenever x E X then 
and 
I{ y E X 1 y covers x in (X, C)} 1 G 2 
({yEX(xcoversyin (X,G)}(=S2, 
and such that G is isomorphic to Aut(X, s). 
Proof. We enumerate G by G = {gi ) 1 s i 6 n} such that g, = 1. Let X = G x 
(0, l} x G. We define the partial order s on X by giving its set C(X) of covering 
pairs as 
C(X) = {((gi, 0, gj+l), (g;, 0, gj)) 1 1 c i s n, 1 =s j < n) 
U {(ki, 1, gj>, (gi, 1, gj+l>> I 1 s i s 4 1 ci < n> 
U {((gigj, 0, g;), (gj9 1, gi)) ) 1 c i, is n>. 
It is not hard to see that the maximal size of a chain in (X, S) is 21G1, and that 
every chain of (X, <) with 2lGl elements is of the form 
Ci = ((gi9 r, gj) I 1 si s n, r E (0, l>> 
for some i E (1, . . . , n}. It is easy to see that a monomorphism $J : G + Aut(X, S) 
is given by (gi, r, gj)(g$) = (gig, r, gj) for all i, j E (1, . . . , n}, r E (0, l}, g E G. 
As the image of G under # acts regularly on {(gi. 1, gn) I 1 s i =S n}, in order to 
show that # is surjective, it is sufficient to prove that the only automorphism 
fixing (1, 1, gn) is the identity. Let (Y E Aut(X, G) be such that (1, 1, g,,)cu = 
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(1, 1, g,). As Q has to permute the chains of size 21G1, and as C, is the only chain 
of this size which contains (1, 1, g,J it follows that (1, r, gi)a = (1, r, gi) for all 
I E (0, l} and i E (1, . . . , n}. Note that whenever 1 <is ta then (1, l,gi_r) and 
(gi, 0, gi) are the only elements covered by (1, 1, gi). AS (1, 1, gi-1) and (1, 1, gi) 
are both fixed under LY, SO is (gi, 0, gi). But Ci is the unique chain of size 2(GI 
containing (gi, 0, gi), thus (Y also fixes all elements of this chain. As the chains Ci 
form a partition of X, it follows that LY is the identity. Cl 
Next we show how, given a finite poset, we can construct another finite poset 
whose chains have at most 2 elements, and which has the same automorphism 
group. 
Lemma 2.2. Let (X, S) be a finite poset. Let Y = X x (0, l}. Define a partial 
order on Y by (x, i) S (x’, i’) if and only if (x, i) = (x’, i’) or i = 0, i’ = 1 and 
x =x’ or (x, x’) is a covering pair in (X, c). For g E Aut(X, c) define g# by 
(x, i)(g+) = (xg, 9. Then 4~ is an isomorphism from Aut(X, s) onto Aut(Y, s). 
Proof. It is easy to see that $ : Aut(X, s)+ Aut(Y, =z) defined as above is a 
monomorphism. We say that an element y E Max(Y) is of level 0 if there is only 
one y ’ E Min(Y) with y ’ < y, and we say that y ' E Min(Y) is of level 0 if there 
exists y E Max(Y) of level 0 such that y ’ < y. Let n > 0. We say that an element 
y E Max(Y) is of level n if 
({y’~Min(Y)~y’<y,y’isnotoflevelmforanymwithm<n}(~1, 
and we say that y’ E Min(Y) is of level n if there exists y E Max(Y) of level n such 
that y’ <y but no y E Max(Y) of level m for any m <n with y’ <y. Note that the 
level of an element is invariant under every automorphism. Furthermore, it is not 
hard to see that whenever y E Max(Y) is of level n then there exists a unique 
element y ’ E Mm(Y) of level n such that y’ < y, and there exists x E X such that 
y’ = (x, 0) and y = (x, 1). Thus every (Y E Aut(Y, s) induces a permutation 
g E Sym(X). Using induction on the levels, it is easy to see that g E Aut(X, c) 
and Q: = g$, hence $J is surjective. q 
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a finite group. Then there exists a finite poset (X, S) 
with the following properties: 
(i) Every maximal chain of (X, C) has two elements. 
(ii) For every x E Min(X) there exists y E Max(X) with x $ y. 
(iii) For every x E Min(X) there exists y E Max(X) with x s y. 
(iv) ~{y~X]y>x}J~3forallx~X. 
(v) J{yEXJy<x}JS3forallxEX. 
(vi) G is isomorphic to Aut(X, c). 
Proof. For IGl > 1 this follows immediately from Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 
2.2, for IGI = 1 it follows from Lemma 2.2 applied to a three-element linearly 
ordered set. q 
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We now want to get a similar result, but instead of the small upper bounds in 
(iv) and (v) we want some larger lower bounds. 
Lemma 2.4. Let (X, S) be a poset with the following properties: 
(i) Every maximal chain of (X, S) has two elements. 
(ii) For every x E Min(X) there exists y E Max(X) with x $ y. 
(iii) For every x E Min(X) there exists y E Max(X) with x s y. 
Define the partial order S’ on X by x C’ y if and only if x = y or x E Min(X), 
y E Max(X) and x + y. Then (X, c ‘) also satisfies (i), (ii), (iii), and Aut(X, S) = 
Aut(X, s’). 
Proof. It is easy to verify that (X, s’) satisfies (i), (ii), (iii), and also that 
Aut(X, S) is contained in Aut(X, s’). Noting that S” is the same relation as S, it 
follows that Aut(X, S) = Aut(X, 6’). Cl 
From Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 we immediately get the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 2.5. Let G be a finite group. Then there exists a finite poset (X, S) with 
the following properties : 
(i) Every maximal chain of (X, S) has two elements. 
(ii) For every x E Min(X) there exists y E Max(X) with x # y. 
(iii) For every x E Min(X) there exists y E Max(X) with x s y. 
(iv) ]{y E X ( y >x}( 3 (Max(X)] - 3 for all x E Min(X). 
(v) ({y E X 1 y <x} I 2 IMin(X)) - 3 for all x E Max(X). 
(vi) G is isomorphic to Aut(X, s). 
We now can state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.6. Let (Y, S) be a finite poset which is not trivially ordered, such that 
I YI > 12. Then for every finite group G there exists a finite poset (X, S) which does 
not contain an induced subposet isomorphic to (Y, 6) such that G is isomorphic to 
Aut(X, s). 
Proof. Let (Y, S) be a finite poset which is not trivially ordered and has the 
following property: there exists a group G such that whenever (X, S) is a poset 
with Aut(X, S) isomorphic to G then (X, S) contains an induced subposet 
isomorphic to (Y, s). By Proposition 2.3 (and also by [9] and [l]) it follows that 
every maximal chain in (Y, S) has at most 2 elements. Let x1, x2 E (Y, 6) with 
x1 <x1. By Proposition 2.3, it also follows that ){y E Y Ixi<y}l~3 and 
({y E Y ] y <x2}] =z 3. By Corollary 2.5, it follows that there are at most 6 
elements of (Y, =s) which are incomparable with both x and y. Thus altogether, it 
follows that ]Yl s 12, which concludes the proof. 0 
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Having seen that if (Y, s) is such that not every finite group is isomorphic to 
the automorphism group of a finite poset with no subposet isomorphic to (Y, c), 
and (Y, c) is not trivially ordered, then IY] 6 12 and all chains in (Y, c) have at 
most 2 elements, we note that there are further restrictions. By Theorem 3.4 in 
[5] it follows that (Y, s) can not have any crown as an induced subposet. 
Furthermore, it can also be shown that for every finite group G there exists a 
finite poset (X, s) whose chains have size at most 2 such that G is isomorphic to 
Aut(X, s), and where every element of Max(X) covers at most two elements of 
Min(X). This can be done, for example, by taking as X the union of the set of 
vertices and the set of edges of a graph whose automorphism group is isomorphic 
to G, and by defining the order via incidence. Clearly, the dual also holds, thus it 
follows that the connected components of (Y, <) are just isolated points or 
fences. In the following we shall look at some of these cases, in particular at 
those, where the corresponding class of posets which do not contain (Y, s) has 
been studied to some extent. 
3. Interval orders 
For definition and properties of interval orders we refer the reader to [8]. Here 
it is of interest that there is a forbidden subposet characterization, namely, a 
poset is an interval order if and only if it does not contain an induced subposet 
with diagram as in Fig. la. There are also some other classes of posets given by 
forbidden subposets which give rise to the same class of automorphism groups. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a finite group. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a finite poset (X, S) which does not contain a subposet with 
diagram as in Fig. la such that G is isomorphic to Aut(X, 6). 
(ii) There exists a finite poset (X, =s) which does not contain a subposet with 
diagram as in Fig. lb such that G is isomorphic to Aut(X, 6). 
(iii) There exists a finite poset (X, =z) which does not contain a subposet with 
diagram as in Fig. lc such that G is isomorphic to Aut(X, c). 
(iv) There exist a natural number n and finite sets Y,, . . . , Y, such that G is 
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Proof. Assume that (iv) holds. Let X be the disjoint union of the sets yi with 
partial order given by x G y if and only if x = y or there exist i, j with i < j such 
that x E x and y E q. It is easy to see that if x <y then every z E X is comparable 
with x or with y, and Aut(X, s) = JJy==, Sym(Y,), thus (ii) holds. It is trivial that 
(ii) implies both (i) and (iii). 
Assume that (i) holds. By [3], Proposition 4.1, it follows that the lattice of 
maximal antichains of (X, G) is a linear order (where for maximal antichains 
A, B we have 
A c B if and only if for each a E A there exists b E B such that a =G b). 
Let S be an orbit of Aut(X, s) on X. Clearly S is an antichain of (X, G). As 
every automorphism of (X, “-) induces an automorphism of the lattice 
(MA(X), s) of maximal antichains of (X, 6), which has to be trivial, as 
(MA(X), c) is linearly ordered and finite, it follows that whenever A is a 
maximal antichain of (X, G) then either S G A or S rl A = 0. Let z E Sym(S). We 
define p E Sym(X) by x/3 =x if x 4 S and xp = XJC if x E S. We claim that 
p E Aut(X, G). Let x ES, y E X with x <y, and let x’ E S. We can not have 
y 6x’, as then x <x’ which is a contradiction to S being an antichain. If x’ and y 
are incomparable, then there exists a maximal antichain A with {x’, y} E A. Since 
x<y, wehavex$A, andthusS$A. Sincex’EA, wehaveSnAZ0, whichisa 
contradiction. Therefore we must have x’ < y. Thus if x E S, y E X and x < y then 
x/l <y/3, and dually if y <x then y/3 <xp. If x, y E X\S with x < y then trivially 
x/3=x<y=y/3. Thus PEAut(X,s), and hence if {Si)lGi6:} is the set of 
orbits of Aut(X, s) on X, it follows that Aut(X, G) = ny=, Sym($), hence (iv) 
holds. 
Finally, assume that (iii) holds. Let A be an orbit of Aut(X, G) on X and 
XEX\A. Weclaimthateitherx<yforallyeA, ory<xforallyEA, oryandx 
are incomparable for all y E A, or there exists an orbit B of Aut(X, 6) on X with 
x E B such that 1 B( = IAl and for each element u of A there exists exactly one 
element u of B which is incomparable with U. In order to see this, without loss of 
generality we can assume that IA 12 2. Let A = { y,, y2, . . . , y,}. If x > y, then by 
the forbidden subposet condition it follows that there is at most one yi which is 
incomparable with x, that is, we either have x > y, for all i, or there is a unique j 
such that x > yi for all i fj and x, yj are incomparable. By transitivity of 
Aut(X, G) on its orbits, it follows that for each i there exists Xi in B the orbit 
containing x, such that yi and xi are incomparable, and yi < Xj whenever i #j. By 
duality, it follows that B = {x1, . . . , x,}. This proves the claim. 
We define an equivalence relation - on the set of orbits of Aut(X, G) on X as 
follows. For orbits A, B let A -1 B if and only if there exists a bijection 4 :A + B 
such that whenever a E A, b E B then a, b are incomparable if and only if b = a+. 
Let - be the smallest equivalence relation on the set of orbits which contains -1. 
Let S be an equivalence class of -, and let X, be the union of all members of S. 
Let A E S. Note that for each B E S there exists a bijection @AB :A+ B such that 
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for each a E A there is sequence a = an, a,, . . . , ak = a@As where each ai belongs 
to a distinct member of S such that a;_i is incomparable with a, for 1~ i < k. Now 
let h E Sym(A). It is not hard to see that an automorphism h* of (X,, C) is given 
by 
whenever x E B. Furthermore it is clear that the mapping h * * : X+X defined by 
xh ** =xh* if x EX~ and xh** = x if E XVU, is an automorphism of (X, <) and 
every automorphism of (X,, C) is of the form h* for some h E Sym(A). 
It thus follows that if T is the set of equivalence classes of orbits of Aut(X, C) 
on X and for each S E T we choose As E S then Aut(X, G) = DsErSym(As). Thus 
(iv) holds, which concludes the proof. 0 
Note that weak orders have a forbidden subposet characterization. Namely, 
they are posets which do not contain an induced subposet with diagram as in Fig. 
lb. Therefore the class of automorphism groups of finite weak orders is the same 
as that of finite interval orders. 
It should be noted that if (Y, C) consists of two disjoint two-element chains 
and one isolated point, or of one two-element chain and three isolated points, 
then the class of automorphism groups of finite posets (X, s) with no induced 
subposet isomorphic to (Y, G) is strictly larger than the class of groups described 
in Theorem 3.1. Namely, if (X, s) is the disjoint sum of two posets with diagram 
as in Fig. 2b, then (X, C) has no induced subposet isomorphic to (Y, C) as 
above, but Aut(X, s) is the wreath product of two groups of order 2 (that is, it is 
dihedral of order 8) and thus it is not a direct product of symmetric groups. 
Ulrich Faigle has brought to the author’s attention that part of Theorem 3.1 has 
also been proved in “Faigle and Turan, On the complexity of interval orders and 
semiorders, Discrete Math. 63 (1987) 131-141”, Theorem 2. 
4. Series-parallel posets 
We now consider some classes of posets the automorphism groups of which 
form a somewhat larger class. Amongst these are the series-parallel posets, which 
can be considered as posets which do not contain a subposet with diagram as in 
Fig. 2a (‘letter N’). 
a b C 
Fig. 2. 
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The groups shall be described in terms of generalized wreath products over 
partially ordered index sets. For the definition and properties of such wreath 
products, we refer the reader to [2,7,11]. 
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a finite group. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a finite poset (X, C) which does not contain a subposet with 
diagram as in Fig 2a such that G is isomorphic to Aut(X, G). 
(ii) There exists a finite poset (X, S) which does not contain a subposet with 
diagram as in Fig 26 such that G is isomorphic to Aut(X, G). 
(iii) There exists a finite poset (X, 6) which does not contain a subposet with 
diagram as in Fig 2c such that G is komorphic to Aut(X, s). 
(iv) There exists a finite poset (A, C) which does not contain a subposet with 
diagram as in Fig 2b, and there exist finite sets X, for A E A such that G is 
isomorphic to the generalized wreath product wrA,, Sym(X*). 
Proof. Clearly (ii) is equivalent to (iii), as the automorphism group of a poset is 
isomorphic to the automorphism group of its dual. Also, clearly (ii) (or (iii)) 
implies (i). 
Now assume that (i) holds. It is well known (see, for example, [lo]) that (X, <) 
can be constructed from singletons using the operations of disjoint sum and linear 
sum (that is, (X, G) is series-parallel). It is also clear that whenever we take a 
disjoint sum of some subposets, we can assume those posets to be connected. We 
show that (iv) holds by induction on the number of steps in the construction. The 
result is trivial for singletons. Let (X, s) be the linear sum of the subposets 
(X,, s),. . . > (X,, G). Then it is clear that Aut(X, S) is the direct product of the 
groups Aut(X1, c), . . . , Aut(X,,, c). Thus, if Aut(Xi, C) = wr*_,, Sym(XA) for 
ie (1,. . . , n} and if A is the disjoint sum of A,, . . _ , A,, then it is clear that 
Aut(X, G) = wr iE,,Sym(Xh). Let (X, C) be the disjoint sum of the connected 
posets (X,, s) for 1 S~S k(i), 1 <i sn, where (X,, C) and (Xi,j, C) are 
isomorphic if and only if i = i’. Note that then 
Aut(X, c) = n Wrje(r ,__., k(i)jAut(Xj, s). 
ic(l,...,n) 
Thus if Aut(Xii, s) z wr&jym(XA) and A is the disjoint union of {1,2, . . . , n} 
and all the sets Ai for 1 s i s It, partially ordered by the ordering in Ai and, in 
addition, h < i whenever A E Aiy and if Xi is a set of cardinality k(i) for 1 =G i s n, 
then it follows that Aut(X, s) = wr Aen Sym(Xi), and it is clear that (A, G) has 
the desired properties (This is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1 in [2]). 
Therefore (iv) holds. 
Finally, assume that (iv) holds. We prove that there is a poset (X, s) with the 
properties as in (ii) such that Aut(X, s) s wrAE,, Sym(X*) by induction on [A(. 
For IAl = 1 the result is trivial. Let (Al > 1. First suppose that A is not connected. 
Let A,, . . . , Ak be its connected components, and for i E (1, . . . , k} let (Xi, G) 
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be a poset with properties as in (ii) such that Aut(Xi, <) E wrAE4 Sym(XA). Now 
note that 
wrAEA Sym(XJ = II W~M, WMXA 
ic{l,...,k} 
and there are chains (Cj, s) such that if (Xi, s) is the linear sum of (Xi, =z) and 
(Ci, c) (that is, every element of Ci is greater than every element of Xi) then 
(Xl, <) is connected and is not isomorphic to (X,!, C) whenever i #j. Then also 
Aut(X;, s) = Aut(Xi, s), and if (X, c) is the disjoint sum of the posets (Xl, s) 
then Aut(X, s) = wrk,,, Sym(X& Finally, if A is connected then it has a greatest 
element &. Let & = A\{&}, and let (X,, c) be connected with the properties 
as in (i) such that Aut(X,, c) is isomorphic to r~r~,,,,,Syrn(X,). Let (X, c) 
consist of the disjoint sum of lX,,( copies of (X,, <) then Aut(X, s) = 
Aut(X,, c) wrSym(X& and as 
wk,Sym(XJ = (wrk4Sym(Xi)) wrSym(X& 
the result follows. q 
5. Posets of small width 
So far we have considered forbidden subposets which are not trivially ordered. 
In this section we investigate the automorphism groups of posets which do not 
contain trivially ordered subposets of certain small cardinalities. If all antichains 
in a finite poset have at most size 2 then it is not hard to see that Aut(X, <) is a 
finite elementary abelian 2-group, and every such group arises in this way. 
Theorem 5.1. Let G be a finite group. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a finite poset (X, s), all of whose antichains have cardinality at 
most 3 such that G is isomorphic to Aut(X, c). 
(ii) G is isomorphic to a direct product G, x . . - x G,, where each G, is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of the symmetric group on three points. 
Proof. Assume that (i) holds. As the orbits of Aut(X, c) are antichains, they can 
consist of at most three elements. Let X0 be the set of fixed points under 
Aut(X, c). Clearly the restriction mapping is a monomorphism from Aut(X, s) 
into Aut(X\XO, s). Let g E Aut(Xw,, 6). First suppose that every orbit of g on 
XVI, is contained in an orbit of Aut(X, s) on X\x,. Define 2 by xg = xg if 
XEXLY, and xg=x if x EX,,. Whenever x, y belong to the same orbit of 
Aut(X, c) on X/X, and z E X0 then we have x < z if and only if y < z and z <x 
if and only if z < y. Thus it follows that 8 E Aut(X, c) and g is the restriction of 
2. Now suppose that there exists an orbit of g on XVr, which has non-trivial 
intersection with two orbits X, , X2 of Aut(X, <) on X\x,. Then there is an orbit 
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of Aut(XLY,,, S) containing X1 U X2, and therefore at least 4 elements. This is a 
contradiction as antichains in (X\x,, 6) can have cardinality at most 3. Hence 
Aut(X, 6) is isomorphic to Aut(X\X”, s), and hence without loss of generality, 
we can assume that X0 = 0. 
On the set X of orbits of Aut(X, S) on X we define a relation s by X s jj if and 
only if X =jj or there exist x ~2, y EY such that x <y. If X <y and p <Z then 
there are x E X, y, y’ E J, z E Z such that x < y and y’ <z. There exists g E 
Aut(X, S) with y’ =yg, and thus xg <z. Therefore i < Z, and the relation is 
transitive and antisymmetry follows similarly. Finally, if neither Z < jj nor F < 2 
then Z UJ is an antichain of cardinality at least 4, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore the relation s is a linear order on X. Consider X, jj E X such that X is 




Then X is the disjoint union of X’ and X”, and x < y whenever x E X’, y E X”; 
thus Aut(X, =s) is isomorphic to the direct product of Aut(X’, S) and Aut(X”, 
s). Finally assume that this condition does not hold. As every element of X must 
be covered by the same number of elements in 1, and every element in jj must 
cover the same number of elements in X, it follows that either for every element x 
in X there exists a unique element y in J with x < y, or IX]= ]J] = 3 and for every x 
in X there exists a unique element y in Jo such that x # y. In both cases it follows 
that whenever two automorphisms of (X, S) induce the same permutation on I 
then they also induce the same permutation on 7. As IX] s 3, it follows that (ii) 
holds by induction on IX]. 
For the converse, note that the symmetric group of order 2 respectively 3 is the 
automorphism group of a trivially ordered set of size 2 respectively 3, and that the 
cyclic group of order 3 can be represented (see [6]) as the automorphism group of 
a poset whose antichains have at most 3 elements. Using the fact that the 
automorphism group of the linear sum of two posets is the direct product of their 
automorphism groups, it follows that (i) holds. Cl 
We finally remark that Theorem 5.1 does not generalize to larger IZ. In fact, if 
IZ 35 then the alternating group A,, on n points is not isomorphic to the 
automorphism group of a poset whose antichains have at most n elements. For, 
suppose (X, S) is such a poset with A, = Aut(X, =s). As the orbits of A, have at 
most size n, the simplicity of A, implies that they have size 1 or )2 (considering the 
kernel of the permutation representation of A,, on an orbit). As in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1, we can without loss of generality assume that all orbits have size n. 
It follows that Aut(X, S) is (n - 2)-transitive on the set of elements of the same 
height, but the structure of such posets was determined in Theorem 1 of [4], and 
(with section 4 of [4]) it follows that Aut(X, C) is not isomorphic to A,. 
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